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About This Content

The L-39 Albatros is a low-wing, high-performance jet aircraft that doubles as a trainer and light attack aircraft. The Albatros
was developed in Czechoslovakia in the 1960s to replace older L-29 jet trainers. Powered by an Ivchenko AI-25TL turbofan
engine, the L-39 has a top speed of Mach 0.80, a service ceiling of 11,000 m (36,100 feet), and can pull up to 8 G. Although

primarily used as a trainer and light attack aircraft, the L-39 has also become popular with several aerial acrobatics
demonstration teams.

Being a trainer aircraft, the L-39C has a tandem cockpit with the student in front and the instructor in the back. The instructor
has several controls to mimic system failures to test the student. The L-39C also has two underwing pylons for bombs, rockets
and close range air-to-air missiles. For decades, the L-39 was used by nations around the world to train pilots that later went on

to fly aircraft like the MiG-29 and Su-27.

A later evolution of the L-39 was the L-39ZA light attack aircraft. The ZA adds two additional weapon pylons and a center
pylon to mount a gun pod. The ZA has proved a popular choice for low-intensity conflicts. The L-39ZA will be available later

during the Open Beta.

Key features of the DCS: L-39 Albatros:

Professional Flight Model that accurately mimics the performance and flight characteristics of this legendary trainer

Highly detailed, six-degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF) cockpit
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Interact with cockpit controls with your mouse

Fully modelled weapon systems

Accurate L-39C and L-39ZA models with correct country markings

Detailed modelling of the L-39 instruments, weapons, engine, radios, fuel, electrical and hydraulic systems

Fly from either the front seat or back seat

Cooperative multiplayer in the same aircraft
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Title: DCS: L-39 Albatros
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,German,Russian,Czech,French,Italian,Simplified Chinese
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My fingers know no rest... Overall too much time spent on a game I never won.

CLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICK
CLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKCLICKOWWWWWWWWWMYFINGERSCLICKCLICKCLICK
CLICKCLICKCLICKCLICK. Hellraiser meets Clock Tower in what might be one of the goriest games on Steam :3 *_*.
Absolutly fell in love with this game after the first few levels. They take such a simple concept but through wonderful level
design make it challenging but also guide you enough with well placed atomixs in order to show you a possible path to the finish
if you can time things right. Nice and fast paced and as soon as you make a mistake you are right back into the action. no lull
time which I find makes it hard to stop playing. Art stlye is very fun and the hazards stand out nicely. We even made a video
with our impressions!

https://youtu.be/7DKw_VNIpdo. Enjoy being a farmer between 1950 and 1970 in the Agricultural Simulator – Historical
Farming. The game takes you to the good old days and you will experience the charming farming of the 60's and 70's. Fans of
nostalgia and history will be glad to work with original designed machines and to till a field with well known Old-timer Tractors.
With the new feature – the dynamic ground Agrar Simulator – Historical Farming presents the first real furrows which will be
left when working at the fields with strong machines. The furrows will have impact on the driving behavior of the tractors and
guarantee pure realism. It is up to the player to decide in which region he would like to cultivate his farm. There are two
amazing scenarios – idyllic highlands, valleys and woods in the alp-region or the fascinating Toscana region with measured
climate.. Just got done playing and I loved it. I've never played a point a click adventure all the way through and this one kept
me entertained the entire time. The art \/ music is amazing and the puzzles are a ton of fun !!!. First of all, this is one of the best
adventure games I have played lately and the most underrated so. I bought this game more on a whim, because my first
impression was it was a hidden object game. Very bad advertising work, nothing really charmed me into buying other than the
fact that i am a hardcore adventure gamer and one of the trailers looked promising.

The game turned out to be a lot better than expected, a very enjoyable experience. The strongest point of the game are the
puzzles, logical and entertaining. The story is not bad either, fitted with a nice historical angle, althoughcould have been a little
more developed. Still, very entertaining and a must buy for all adventure lovers.
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TL;DR: Playing this game like fighting up a hill while blindfolded, then losing to the actual toaster at the top because your
sargent took away your rifle in the middle of battle and someone gave the toaster a nuclear weapon instead of bread. Don't waste
your money on this game, not even on sale.

I hate this game. Every sector you have to start over from square one. The whole of humanity has chronic amnesia because all
research you've done is immediately forgotten upon finishing a fight. The whole map is covered in fog of war keeping you from
knowing where each of the capture points is, the AI on the other hand gets to bee line to each and every capture point on the
map. Infact, that is the extent of what the AI is capable of, and will beat you, not because of brilliant strategy, but because it is
given so many resources it can get nearly double the upgrades you can. Calling this game a strategy game is an insult to the
genre.. Visually stunning (and minimalistic) game. It's a puzzle game, with no tutorial or anything, just a bit of text that explains
something. It's not enough to even get started really. Anyway, most of the players will be able to solve the first few levels with
relative ease. By the time you'll hit sequence 4 things will become more difficult. From that moment on it's more a matter of
trial-and-error. You've been warned.

[Rating: 63/100]. Wow! This actually is a really nice pack. This pack is like the OLD packs they used to release for FPSC that
actually would make me excited ti get. LOTS and lots of models all decent. Buy this pack if you can get on sale all the better.. I
try to buy Steam Versions of old games I have on cd\/dvd but this has same name but is not the game. It has that terrible system
of game management input talking about JOYSTICKS etc like a bunch of other cheap driving games I got and made work after
hours. I would like a refund as the Pterydon Vietcong is very different.. Plagued with technical problems as many Steam users
report "Fatal Errors" on launching due to the hamfisted way the developers hook into the Steam DRM API, Solar Flux must be
some pretty good game to go through all the efforts of troubleshooting the launcher (because the developers don't bother with
testing).

Once you get past the technical hurdles, you'll be disappointed to discover yet another tablet game has been ported to PC.

Graphics are simple 2D graphics - we should be thankful the developer at least put in enough effort to make it more than a retro
pixel game, but they didn't bother much more than that.

Gamplay is disappointingly simple as you would expect from a tablet game. A lame physics engine no more advanced than
Asteroids from last century, this "puzzler" has you moving around and interacting with gravity wells to collect some blips before
they blow up other blips. This isn't particularly more interesting than Asteroids.

There's no compelling reason to buy this game. The whole thing could be done in HTML5. It's a desperate money grab from a
low rate developer to squeeze some money out of porting a tablet game to PC. The launcher bugs should be warning enough to
anyone.. Greatest Trilogy i've ever played, and this happens to be the best part of the trilogy. Played it 8 times in total, 7 on
Xbox 360, once on PC, and every time its just as good as it was the first time. 10/10

P.s - If you dont romance Tali, you dont deserve to live. I...I can't drop the guns after I have picked them up...so that is
annoying. Other than that, it is a pretty simple, but pretty fun little game.. This game is awesome I played it more times then I
can remember also my favorite waifu in the game is Rise lol.
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